You’re welcome here, period, and other lessons

Two years ago a friend sent me the article “10 Things You Can Learn From the Apple Store” by Guy Kawasaki. He argues The Apple Store can teach any business in any industry to be more successful. It turns out there’s some good stuff for faith-based organizations as well. What follows is the first three “things” Kawasaki shares, and how I/we feel they translate to Christikon’s ministry.

**Stop selling stuff.** When Steve Jobs first started the Apple Store he did not ask the question, “How will we grow our market share from 5 to 10 percent?” Instead he asked, “How do we enrich people’s lives?”

Think about your vision. If you were to examine the business model for most brands and retailers and develop a vision around it, the vision would be to “sell more stuff.” A vision based on selling stuff isn’t very inspiring and leads to a very different experience than the Apple Retail Store created.

Relevance to Christikon: Stop worrying about numbers or competing with other camps (i.e. they have a pool, we must have one as well)—outdoor ministry’s equivalent of selling stuff. Rather, ask guests why they’re here, what they’re looking for, and how this camp can bolster their faith and connect it to life.

**Enrich lives.** The vision behind the Apple Store is “enrich lives,” the first two words on a wallet-sized credo card employees are encouraged to carry. When you enrich lives magical things start to happen. For example, enriching lives convinced Apple to have a non-commissioned sales floor where employees feel comfortable spending as much time with a customer as the customer desires.

Continued on the next page
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Enriching lives led Apple to build play areas (the “family room”) where kids could see, touch and play on computers. Enriching lives led to the creation of a “Genius Bar” where trained experts are focused on “rebuilding relationships” as much as fixing problems.

Relevance to Christikon: The way we enrich lives is to strengthen faith. Our vision is to imagine that every aspect of the Christikon life (worship, program, dishes, all camp games, overnight, cabin time, service projects, backpacking, Capital Campaign, and everything else) is designed to grow guest faith and help them see themselves as disciples. Before each training, decision, action or vote we try and ask, “How will this help strengthen the faith of our guests?”

Hire for smiles. The soul of the Apple Store is in its people. They are hired, trained, motivated and taught to create magical and memorable moments for their customers. The Apple Store values a magnetic personality as much, if not more so, than technical proficiency. The Apple Store cares less about what you know than it cares about how much you love people.

Relevance to Christikon: The biggest factor guests use to determine whether or not they’ll return is not the beautiful mountain valley where we’re located, but rather whether they feel welcome and believe people are genuinely glad they’re here. Our staff make the difference, and when hiring them I don’t look for the most theologically astute or depth of outdoor experience (we spend 3 weeks training for that), but rather whether they have the gift for hospitality, to develop community, to live our motto, “You are welcome here, period.”

We strive to create intentional Christian community in which each part of our life together helps strengthen faith of our guests, staff and all else we encounter. While comparing our ministry to Apple’s business can be an “apples to oranges” exercise, Steve Jobs idea of “enriching lives” is exactly what faith communities (when at their best) can offer the world. And while I am typing this on a Macbook Pro, I find the gospel of Christ and life of faith has a profound ability to enrich lives, and promises to do so long after my iPhone is outdated and my computer dies.

2019 was a great summer—Christikon enjoyed a robust increase in onsite participation, and saw our trails program almost completely maxed out. Faith stories from guests and staff alike were profound. As we move into the last months of the year, we give thanks for the many gifts God has bestowed on this ministry, and look to where God leads us in the year to come.

— Mark
Christikon offers a blessed reprieve from technology

By Thomas Twiton

One of the many unique parts of working at Christikon is the disconnect from technology. To spend your entire summer without Wi-Fi or cell service sounds like a major sacrifice, (it certainly chagrined my computer science professors), but it truly is a blessing. I found myself connecting with those around me more deeply, experiencing the beauty of creation more fully, and finding myself open to God’s presence more readily.

This summer, many of my dearest friends — and most frequent Snapchat and Messenger contacts — returned to camp, and I did not. What caught me off guard was the echo of that experience even as I was away from camp. While I still had my phone, I had fewer notifications, and while I missed them it also reminded me to keep their ministry in my heart.

Now it’s autumn, and I have greedily devoured all the beautiful pictures of the summer they have shared on Facebook and Instagram, photos of people and places that are achingly familiar. I have loved hearing their stories and catching up, and even though there is a melancholy in not having been there physically, the connection I have to them and to camp is indelible. I don’t ever want those stories to stop, and it is our mission to welcome everyone we can into the story, which is why I give to Christikon’s ministry as a donor.

Staff sentiment continued from front page

Ellen had visited camp only once before, and despite hearing all of my camp stories many times over the years, she was diving into something unknown. I was terrified that after several years away, I would return to find that the camp I loved so deeply no longer had a place for me. For both of us, being a married couple several years older than the rest of staff brought fears that we would find ourselves isolated from the community. Nevertheless, we headed up the road and put ourselves at the mercy of the summer.

At the end of the camp season a couple months later, after we had said our last farewells and started down the road, Ellen and I pulled over the car just past Alpine Lodge and both began to cry. We cried from missing our dear friends now scattered across the country, we cried from mourning the deep community now dissolved, and we cried for the radical, grounded life of faith so ever-present at camp and yet so hard to maintain in the world down the mountain. But more than anything we cried from the awe and gratitude of having been part of something that made our departure so intensely sorrowful.

Nobody headed up to camp, whether staff, guest, or camper, knows what they are getting into. God always works on us and through us in ways we never expect or intend. The things we had feared at the beginning did prove challenges we had to navigate, and they were but a few of the many challenges we faced over the course of the summer. But rather than isolate us from the community, our unique circumstances helped us to forge our place within it. And rather than face the summer’s trials alone, we faced them together with a group of some of the finest people we have ever known.

Each day, each week, each season Christikon is being made new. And each day, each week, each season, there is always a place for each of us to join the community and be made new ourselves.

“If faith can move a mountain, tell me, what’s gonna move my faith? I believe in that clear Absaroka air ‘cause it takes my breath away…”

Thank you for your donations through Thrivent

The following list is those who have chosen Christikon to receive Thrivent Choice Dollars from April 24, 2019, to October 2, 2019. If you are eligible, please consider choosing Christikon. Thank you to all those who have chosen this ministry over the years. We are grateful!

Kelly Kaiser Borning .................. Chandler, AZ
Terry Kaiser Borning .................. Chandler, AZ
Curtis and Gayle Bummer ................. Kila, MT
Philip Bummer .................. Glendale, AZ
Danica Burk .................. Missoula, MT
Jim and Lana Donald .................. Ham Lake, MN
Ed and Kerry Ellertson .................. Laurel, MT
Bob and Dona Haines .................. Willmar, MN
Jo Ann and John Hillard .................. Livingston, MT
Robert J. Otternson .................. Brookings, SD
Rich Reid .......................... Brookings, SD
Steven and Heidi Tjeltveit .............. Minneapolis, MN
Alan and Maria Tjeltveit .................. Allentown, PA
Kenneth Weatherford .................. Billings, MT
The people listed below have given one or more gifts (including memorials and directed gifts) between October 2, 2018, through October 2, 2019, placing them in the CTC categories listed below at this date. (A “+” sign indicates Capital Campaigns included in level total). If you see an error please bring it to our attention. We are grateful for all!

**EAGLES ($5,000 and above)**
- Marty and Brenda Ambuehl; Billings, MT
- +Eric and Karen Beenker; Sidney, MT
- Cheryl and Randy Bentley; Billings, MT
- +Jim and Lana Donald; Ham Lake, MN
- Mark and Julie Donald; Billings, MT
- Judy G. Johnson; Billings, MT
- +Paul and Kathy Kelker; Billings, MT
- +Eric and Sue Nord; Billings, MT
- David Olson & Rachel Budelsky; Bellingham, WA
- +Jack and Sue Prather; Red Lodge, MT
- Allen and Kristin Rapacz; Billings, MT

**MOUNTAINEERS ($1,000 - $4,999)**
- Roger and Beth Adam; Billings, MT
- +Tadji and Matt Akhavan Smith; Northridge, CA
- +John and Joann Amend; Bozeman, MT
- +John V. Hanson and Deborah Anspach; Billings, MT
- +Jerald and June Berve; Billings, MT
- +Jim and Julie Berve; Red Lodge, MT
- Dennis and Ann Christ; Saint Paul, MN
- +Peter and Anne Christ; Little Canada, MN
- +Mark and Julie Cutler; Palmetto, GA
- +Peggy and Mark Ellingsen-Gravrock; Kalispell, MT
- Dennis and Maxine Erickson; Saint Peter, MN
- +Cy and Danielle Fixen; Denver, CO
- Paul and Nancy Fixen; Brookings, SD
- +Frederick and Barbara Gaiser; Falcon Hts, MN
- Doreen and John Gates; Billings, MT
- Ritt and Roxanne Hoblit; Bozeman, MT
- +Laurie Hornung; Billings, MT
- +Adam and Marie Houghton; Bloomington, IL
- Chad and Carolyn Jerdee; St Charles, IL
- +Judy Johnson; Billings, MT
- Kyle & Heather Kepner & family; Brookings, SD
- +Steven and Kimberlee Creaser Larsen; Billings, MT
- +David and Cyndi Meldahl; Bozeman, MT
- +Tim Nelson and Margo Melting-Nelson; Saint Paul, MN
- Rex and Pauline Mishler; Park City, MT
- +Dale and Anne Olson; Bozeman, MT
- Kris and Derek Olson; Stillwater, MN
- Robert J. Persoon; Tucson, AZ
- Seth Petersen; Saint Paul, MN
- Andy Quanbeck; Shepherd, MT
- Francie Riemann; Laurel, MT
- +Will and Kaia Sappington; Billings, MT
- +Ed and Darlene Selby; Billings, MT
- Barry and Christine Smith; Clyde Park, MT
- +Jeff and Kate Smith; Stillwater, MN
- Einar Stene; Big Timber, MT
- Kent and Kathy Jo Taylor; Watford City, ND
- Steven Tjeltveit & Heidi Simpson; Minneapolis, MN
- +Mark Viste; Brooklyn Park, MN
- +Teague and Sara Westrope; Billings, MT
- +Marjorie and Richard Wilder; Cody, WY
- +Dan and Cathy Wittgen; Absarokee, MT
- +Phil and Laura Wold; Sheridan, WY
- Carla Zanjes; Phoenix, AZ

**EXPLORERS ($500 - $999)**
- Steve and Sue Allen; White Bear Lake, MN
- Eleanor Andersen; Billings, MT
- +Tory and Torri Atkins; Bozeman, MT
- +Lindean & Grant Barnett Christenson; Bozeman, MT
- Eugene and Carol Blackwell; Billings, MT
- Kristi Bumner; Billings, MT
- +Ben and Mary Bunter; Billings, MT
- Jim and Karen Carlson; Chico City, MN
- Paul and Janna Carlson-Donohoo; Northfield, MN
- +Sarah and Nick Cordray; Syracuse, NE
- Kathy Cypher; Billings, MT
- Edith Evans; Absarokee, MT
- Ann Goplen; Smithfield, UT
- Amy Hansmiller; Boise, ID
- +Paul Hanson; Mounds View, MN
- Kenneth and Teresa Hatfield; Billings, MT
- Larry and Marian Heinz; Anoka, MN
- Gary and Lorie Hughes; Billings, MT
- +Linden Jensen & Charlie Olinger; Billings, MT
- Scott and Elizabeth Joing; Edina, MN
- Scott and Deborah Lange; Plymouth, MN
- Ernest and Stella Liebenow; Livingston, MT
- Mark Lingle and Mariie Sadowsky; Starmont, CT
- Tom and Jan Marshall; Minnetonka, MN
- +Bernice Mason; Billings, MT
- Birgitta Meade; Decorah, IA
- Jane Nelson; Billings, MT
- Joyce Olson; Bozeman, MT
- Rodney and Marcia Olson; Livingston, MT
- Scott Osthus; Minneapolis, MN
- Dale and Judy Peterson; Billings, MT
- Jay and Suzanne Rudi; Edina, MN
- Sydney & Jonah Ruen Gilbert; Zumbrota, MN
- +Miriam Schmidt and Jeremy Blyth; Gallatin Gateway, MT
- Paul and Janis Strom; Billings, MT
- Nathan and Barbara Swenson; Pine Island, MN
- Tom and Kathy Weichel; Billings, MT
- Laura and Jeff Welciek; Ham Lake, MN
- Brenda Zenk and Scott Stover; Jacksonville, FL

**PROSPECTORS ($250 - $499)**
- Donald and Oddlaua Anderson; Bozeman, MT
- +Ryan and Amanda Anderson; Bozeman, MT
- Peter and Bert Andreone; Sioux Falls, SD
- Peter Becken; Big Timber, MT
- Beth and Paul Behrens; Tucson, AZ
- Joshua and Karen Bohnen; Billings, MT
- Dr. Paul and Lisa Carlson; Fairmont, MN
- Hans and Carol Carlson; Jackson, MN
- Leif and Jessie Carlson; Saint Paul, MN
- William and Jane Carlson; Billings, MT
- Elisa and Ken Carrothers; Boise, ID
- Thomas and Janet Fitch Danielsen; Billings, MT
- Bill and Evie Donald; Ham Lake, MN
- Kevin Estberg; White Bear Lake, MN
- +Ed and Kelly Ellerton; Laurel, MT
- John and Jana Evelsizer Olson; Decorah, IA
- Tyann Folkes; Brookings, SD

*Continued on next page*
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Lois Goseeth .............................................. Billings, MT
David Griffin .............................................. Saint Paul, MN
Don and Darlene Hackman .............................. Laurel, MT
Kris and John Hardt ...................................... Littleton, CO
Bruce and Jackie Hill ...................................... Billings, MT
+Linka and Greg Holey ................................ Mounds View, MN
Murray and Miriam Jensen ............................ New Brighton, MN
Steven and Anne Josephson .......................... Eau Claire, WI
Dorrel Kembel .............................................. Billings, MT
Richard and Sue Knudson ............................. Hartstown, MT
+ Cindy and Dennis McCreary .......................... Jackson, GA
Larry and Nancy Morris ................................. Billings, MT
Gerald and LaVonne Nielsen ......................... Bozeman, MT
Peggy and Steve Paugh Leuzinger ................. Livingston, MT
+Darren and Trudi Paulson ............................. Billings, MT
Charles and Joyce Peterson ............................ Billings, MT
Van and Cheryl Pittack ................................ Billings, MT
Laurie Riemann ............................................. Billings, MT
Matt Roe .................................................. Asheville, NC
John and Dianne Ronneberg ......................... Big Timber, MT
Roger and Sharon Schatzke ............................ Billings, MT
Tom and Sarah Schlotterback ......................... Billings, MT
Chuck and Jennifer Smith ............................. Missoula, MT
Sara Smith ................................................ Bingham, ID
Jody and Leesa Sundsted ................................ Billings, MT
Nancy and Louis Taylor ................................. Billings, MT
Margi Thromdal ........................................... Laurel, MT
+Nancy Thorsen ........................................... Billings, MT
+Larry Tjeltveit and Joanne Yamamoto ............ APO, AE
David and Michelle Trosli ............................. Billings, MT
Linda and Sox Ullman .................................... Big Timber, MT
Kathryn and Mark Vitalis Hoffman ................. Middletown, ID
+Patrick and Polly Weichel ......................... Lewiston, MT
Tracy and Pam Willett ................................. Billings, MT

Marilyn & Mahlon Burbank ............................ Rochester, MN
Darrell and Kathy Buszmann ......................... Billings, MT
Adam and Melissa Carlson ............................. Roundup, MT
Gretchen Carlson ....................................... Cottage Grove, MN
Monica Clark .............................................. Billings, MT
+John H. and Nancy Cook .............................. Billings, MT
+Emily Crock .............................................. Brookings, SD
Rene and Delphine Crothers ......................... Centennial, CO
Thurston and Betty Dotson ............................ Helena, MT
+Marion and Art Eichlin .............................. Billings, MT
Ted Eklund ............................................... Billings, MT
Alice Eliasen ............................................. Billings, MT
Shirley Esp ............................................... Big Timber, MT
John and Darlene Fennelius ............................ Billings, MT
Kristy Foss ............................................ Billings, MT
Betty Jo Furstenberg ................................... Billings, MT
Laird and Kris Gannon-Raschke .................... Sioux Falls, SD
Gem and Mark George ................................. McLeod, MN
Kirsten Griffin .......................................... Saint Paul, MN
Carol Hagan .............................................. Billings, MT
Barbara Hagler .......................................... Billings, MT
Beverly Hancock ....................................... Billings, MT
Curt and Sandy Haney ................................ Billings, MT
Dorothy Hanson ......................................... Billings, MT
Mill and Marjorie Hanson ............................. Sioux Falls, SD
Paul and Kay Hanson ................................ Billings, MT
Sally Hanson ............................................. Billings, MT
+Taryn Haugele .......................................... Sonoita, WA
+Johnny and Bettine Hermanson .................. Saint Paul, MN
Kai and Kevin Hillegass ............................... Stillwater, MN
Lawrence and Connie Hillenlender ............... Billings, MT
Marys Hogg ............................................. Billings, MT
Mari and Jacob Hohn .................................. Billings, MT
Bill and Deb Horn ...................................... Brandon, SD
+Daniel and Angella Hould .......................... Lake Forest Park, WA
Lavonne Iversen ....................................... Billings, MT
Terra and George James ............................... Fredericksburg, TX
Dr. Philip Jameson .................................... Brentwood, TN
Holly and Barry Jeide ................................. Bozeman, MT
Bruce and Janet Johnson ............................ Apple Valley, MN
Sue Ann Johnson ....................................... Billings, MT
Tyler and Gretchen Johnson ......................... Birchwood, MN
Mary Ellen Johnstad ................................ Emigrant, MT
Sam Lucido & Kathleen Kelly ....................... Burnsville, MN
Mac and Theresa Kettering .......................... Billings, MT
Steve and Deb Kind ................................... Greenwood, MN
Scott and Shawnee Krauszer ........................ Billings, MT
Joanne and Jay Kugler ............................... Billings, MT
Kelly and Jim Lane .................................... Mantomedi, MN

Other gifts to be used where needed:

Mark and Cheryl Astrup ......................... Cold Spring, MN
G. Todd and Linda R. Baugh ....................... Billings, MT
+Corrine Becken ......................................... Big Timber, MT
Loren and Carolyn Beling ............................ Big Timber, MT
+Larry and Sherry Bucholtz ......................... Wakawaska, WI
Damon and Jenny Combs ............................ Billings, MT
Julie Dickinson ......................................... Roscoe, MT
Lottie and Dan Eggen ................................ Billings, MT
Bonnie and Jim Evanston ............................ Livingston, MT
Harold and Dorothy Everson ....................... Billings, MT
Gary and Lori Fink .................................... Billings, MT
Diane Fossen .......................................... Billings, MT
John Gaddo and Nancy North ..................... Lanesboro, MN
+Laird & Kris Gannon-Raschke .................... Sioux Falls, SD
Vern and Linda Heisler ............................... Frotmberg, MT
Karen Hill ............................................. Chapel Hill, NC
Kim and Norma Hvidsten ......................... Minneapolis, MN
Ron and Phyllis Jarrett .............................. Big Timber, MT
Corky and Lois Johnson ............................. Bozeman, MT
James and Joan Johnson ............................ Bozeman, MT
+Jordan Jolly ........................................... Missoula, MT
Andrea and Carlos Jones ............................ Spokane, WA
Pamela Landsteiner ................................ Duluth, MN
Inga Larsen ............................................. Billings, MT
Janice Larson ............................................ Billings, MT
Steve and Joyce Matheson ......................... Mound, MN

Mark and Pam Liggett ......................... Roundup, MT
Jane Elizabeth Liggett & Derek Grimmell .... Billings, MT
Vivian Linden .......................................... Wilsall, MT
Coralie and Gerald Linder ............................ Billings, MT
Bri and Rusty Logan .................................. Laurel, MT
Joseph Loy ................................................ Safety Harbor, FL
Mark and Rita McElm ............................... Billings, MT
Paul and Tami Meium ................................ Jackson, MN
Lilah Melahl ............................................. Billings, MT
Kris and Skip Mitman ................................ Billings, MT
Jeff Murray ............................................. Billings, MT
Carol Nadlonek ......................................... Bozeman, MT
Tammie and J.D. Nelson ............................ Billings, MT
Dave Odenbach & John Stefanyi ................ Minneapolis, MN
William Charlie Olinger ............................. Billings, MT
Kirsten Partenheimer ................................. Saint Paul, MN
Robert and Janice Pedersen ........................ Billings, MT
Seith Peter ............................................. Minneapolis, MN
Bob and Sylvia Peters ................................ Billings, MT
Dawn Petyt ............................................... Shepherd, MT
June Phillips ............................................. Bozeman, MT
James and Angela Piper ............................. Katy, TX
Stephen and Nancy Plagens ....................... Saint Paul, MN
Sue and Terry Pletkovich ......................... Mesa, AZ
James Polakowski & Cole Sherlock ............... Minneapolis, MN
Elizabeth Preston .................................... Ronan, MT
Doug and Mary Puchalski ......................... Laurel, MT
Joanne Putzier ......................................... Stockett, MT
Mark and Carol Ramsey ............................ Bozeman, MT
Charles and Pamela Reinh ......................... Big Timber, MT
Bill and Deb Robert ......................... Mahomet, IL
Robert Walker ......................................... Billings, MT
Marlin and Paul Vaird ................................ Billings, MT
Donald Weidenbach ................................. Edina, MN
Howard and Shelley Weiss ......................... Saint Paul, MN
Philip and Liz White ................................ Billings, MT
Mardella and Bill Whitmore ....................... Livingston, MT
Michelle Wilker ........................................ Iowa City, IA
Lloyd & Beverly Wood ............................. Rochester, MN
Mark and Jan Yokers ................................. Normandy Park, WA

Bryan and Sandy Meyers .............................. Billings, MT
Reid Mortensen ........................................ Coon Rapids, MN
Marylin J. Olson ........................................ Livingston, MT
Jamie Ponce ................................................ Chicago, IL
Neal and Mary Ruedalsi ............................. Helena, MT
Dave Schmitt ............................................. Mankato, MN
Alan and Maria Tjeltveit ............................ Allenton, PA
Norm Tjeltveit .......................................... Absarokee, MT
Duane and Diane Trudn ................................ Big Timber, MT
Ian Van Schyndel ................................ Saint Paul, MN
Will Van Schyndel .................................. Saint Paul, MN
Jery and Jan Wolf ..................................... Billings, MT
Karen and Howard Young ......................... Red Lodge, MT
Christikon’s Network of Support

Gifts from individuals, congregations and auxiliaries make it possible for Christikon to carry on the work it is called to do. In addition to undesignated gifts from member congregations, we acknowledge with gratitude all gifts listed in this newsletter including these memorial and honorary gifts received between April 25, 2019, and October 2, 2019.

Gifts celebrating special people and events — In Honor of:

- Gene Blackwell’s Fly Rod Ministry
- Kristy Foss ........................................... Billings, MT
- Doreen and John Gates ............................ Billings, MT
- Anne and Peter Christ’s anniversary
- Bruce and Terry Steel ............................... Billings, MT
- John Standish
- Allen and Kristin Rapacz .......................... Billings, MT
- Laurie Hornung
- Marlin and Joy Waylander ........................ Billings, MT
- Rev. Ernie Larsen
- Steven and Kimberlee Creaser Larsen .......... White Salmon, WA
- Bob Quam
- James and Angela Piper ............................ Katy, TX
- Johnathon Reed
- Lawrence and Connie Hilzendeger............. Billings, MT
- Michael Reed
- Lawrence and Connie Hilzendeger............. Billings, MT
- Tyler Reed
- Lawrence and Connie Hilzendeger............. Billings, MT
- Trevor Reed
- Lawrence and Connie Hilzendeger............. Billings, MT
- Shannon Reed
- Lawrence and Connie Hilzendeger............. Billings, MT
- Don and Charleen Weidenbach
- Tom and Jan Marshall ............................. Minnetonka, MN
  of Gods grace, mercy
  and many blessings
- Carla Zanfes ........................................ Phoenix, AZ

In kind gifts:

- Camp Maintenance
  Kenneth and Teresa Hatfield ................... Billings, MT
  Ranger
  John Standish ...................................... Billings, MT

SERVICE PROJECT

Deck replacement work crew needed for June

After more than 20 years, both the Main Lodge and the Canteen decks need replacing. Work crews tore down both this fall, and our plan is to invite a crew of skilled (or coachable!) laborers up to camp during the first week of June (1st-7th, stay for a few days or the whole week as schedule allows). We’ll provide housing and food and have all materials onsite. Our camp architect, Al Rapacz, will have all designs in place, and our Property group will run the project.

If this interests you and fits your schedule, let us know and we’ll add you to the list. We hope for a group of 10-15 or so, and welcome you to spend a few days at Christikon and help build a deck to last at least another 20 years.
By Shaun Seedhouse

Christikon is special. Not just because of where it is, but because of what it does.

I had no idea what to expect six years ago when the new camp director called me and asked if I would consider serving on the board of directors. The thought had never crossed my mind because I had never been there. Moving to Billings in 2002, the closest I had ever gotten to Christikon was the Good Shepherd parking lot when we loaded our children on the bus every summer. But I knew what church camp was about, and how impactful it can be. Making sure the opportunity was there for my kids and future generations of children was the reason I wholeheartedly accepted the request to serve.

Some of my fondest childhood memories in the church were from Lutheran camps. I would even go so far as to say that my early camp experience set my path as a Christian, and from my experience on this board I know that I am not the only one.

When young people are trying to comprehend the world and their place in it, hearing about God’s love and his plan for them is life-changing. Christikon has a special way of sharing that love with its unique location and beauty — from majestic hikes, to meadow Bible studies, to campfire worship. What better way to feel a little closer to Heaven than at the top of a mountain?

The past six years have flown by, and Christikon keeps getting better, from refurbished cabins, to new bathrooms, to the resurrection of the iconic Blackfoot Lodge. The tireless effort put forth by dozens of volunteers each year to make sure that our camp continues to be a wonderful place for kids and families to get a little closer to God is simply inspiring. I am so thankful for those who serve on the board, the camp staff, the volunteers and the continued support from our donors. Thank you for the opportunity to serve an institution with such a rich history and promising future.
To send a gift to Christikon, include this form with your check and mail it to:
Christikon
1108 24th St. W.
Billings, MT 59102
Or make a gift online at christikon.org

To support the special ministry of Christikon, enclosed in a gift of:
☐ $600  ☐ $480  ☐ $300  ☐ $250  ☐ $100  ☐ ______
This gift is:
☐ for membership in the Christikon Trailblazers Club
☐ to be used wherever it is needed  ☐ for camping scholarships for at-risk youth
☐ for camp improvements/equipment  ☐ for other need-based scholarships
☐ for Capital Campaign  ☐ ______

To give online, visit christikon.org/give

Name(s) __________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City, State, ZIP ____________________________________
Congregation ______________________________________
Email ____________________________________________

This gift is given:
☐ in memory of ________________________________
☐ in honor of ________________________________
☐ Please send acknowledgment to __________________
☐ Please keep this gift anonymous.*
*Your name(s) will not be listed in published “thank you” listings.
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2019 STAFF
Back Row: Mark Donald, Chris Oscanyan, Abby Quinn, Katie Lose, Erin Wachter, Maren Assef, Anna Norman-Wikner, Maret Otterson, Phil Badger Hanson; Middle Row: Connor Aasen, Molly Lange, Bella Jenkinson, Molly Kreatz, Marlee Baron, Hope Moran, Ellen Badger Hanson; Front Row: Micah Donald, Alec Donald, Brayden Harris, Della Christ, Olsen Pancoast, Bay Faubion, Ian Lockhart, Kurt Manning.